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Abstract

Clostridium difficile-associated diarrhea has become one of the most common healthcare-associated infections, with significant morbidity and mortality, especially among the elderly in the inpatient setting. The standard approach with metronidazole and vancomycin is not very effective in treating patients with severe colitis and hence other alternatives have been explored. We herein describe the first successful experience of colonoscopic fecal transplant in a case of severe refractory C. difficile pseudomembranous colitis.
Introduction

Clostridium difficile colitis has become one of the most common healthcare-associated infections and a significant contributor to morbidity and mortality, especially among elderly hospitalized patients. We describe our successful experience with colonoscopic fecal transplant in a case of severe refractory C. difficile pseudomembranous colitis.

Case presentation

A 71-year-old man with peripheral vascular disease developed severe diarrhea after receiving several antimicrobials for a femoral popliteal graft surgical site infection. He was admitted with profuse watery diarrhea, dehydration, leukocytosis, acute kidney injury, hypoalbuminemia and diffuse colonic wall thickening on CT scan. Clostridium difficile toxin assay by PCR using the commercially available Xpert®, C. difficile assay by Cepheid® (Sunnyvale, CA), which detects three targets: toxin B, binary toxin and the tcdC deletion, was positive. Oral metronidazole (500 mg every six hours) was commenced. Due to lack of clinical improvement 48 hours later the treatment was switched to oral vancomycin (125 mg every six hours) combined with parenteral metronidazole (500 mg IV every eight hours). In spite of this regimen his stool output remained greater than 1,000 mL/day. Flexible sigmoidoscopy on hospital day 8, showed severe pseudomembranous colitis and the oral vancomycin dose was increased to 500 mg every six hours. After three days at this dose he continued having profuse diarrhea and was given 400 mg/Kg IV immune globulin (IVIG) and IV tigecycline thereafter. The diarrhea and abdominal pain continued uninterrupted for the next week despite continuation of high dose oral vancomycin, IV metronidazole and IV tigecycline. The patient was advised that if his colitis failed to improve he would require a total colectomy. Due to the patient’s reluctance to undergo a surgical procedure, colonoscopy with fecal transplantation was offered as a potential colon-sparing intervention. The patient opted for this procedure, with his brother serving as the healthy stool donor. The donor was screened for viral hepatitis A, B and C, as well as for HIV; and a stool sample was tested for C. difficile toxin, enteric bacterial pathogens, Giardia, and routine parasitology, all of which were negative. With the patient’s consent, all the antimicrobials were stopped the night prior to fecal replacement therapy. Colonoscopy on hospital day 18 revealed persistence of pseudomembranous colitis from the rectum to the distal transverse colon (Figure 1). Fresh donor stool was homogenized in 400 mL of normal saline and was administered endoscopically throughout the colon. On day three post-fecal replacement, the patient’s diarrhea and abdominal pain resolved and he was dismissed following a 24-day hospitalization and remains clinically well at 30 days post-discharge with normal bowel movements.

Discussion

Fecal replacement therapy, also known as fecal bacteriotherapy or fecal transplantation, has been increasingly used for the management of recurrent C. difficile infection with numerous case series reporting successful outcomes in 73% to 100% of cases. Fecal replacement has variably been accomplished via nasogastric tube infusion, retention enemas, duodenoscopic and colonoscopic infusion. The management of severe refractory C. difficile infection remains problematic and despite recent guidelines there is little evidence to support management recommendations. Most patients receive high doses of oral vancomycin and IV metronidazole. Prior reports suggest benefit to IVIG.
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and IV tigecycline. All of these were tried unsuccessfully in our patient. To our knowledge, this is only the second case report of successful fecal bacteriotherapy in the setting of severe, refractory C. difficile colitis, and the first one to use a colonoscopic approach to fecal implantation in this setting. In the first report, the patient had fulminant C. difficile colitis that resolved after donor stool retention enema. Our patient, like many others with this disease, was desperate for a non-operative solution after over two weeks of hospitalization and ineffective treatments. The striking response after discontinuing all therapy for C. difficile and providing the brother’s fecal flora suggests this may be an alternative treatment for severe and refractory disease as well as recurrent disease. Although we cannot be certain that his improvement wasn’t a cumulative impact of all the previous treatments, the dramatic clinical response after stopping all C. difficile therapies suggests that it was the fecal replacement that provided the cure. Risks of colonoscopy should be considered while deciding the route of fecal replacement therapy, particularly in patients with severe colitis. Our findings suggest this intervention warrants further study regarding not only the clinical benefits but the safety, logistics and mechanism by which this colon saving procedure may work.
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